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Abstract
The German Shepherd Dog (GSD) is a popular working and companion breed for which over 50
hereditary diseases have been documented. Herein, SNP profiles for 197 GSDs were generated
using the Affymetrix v2 canine SNP array for a genome-wide association study to identify loci
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associated with four diseases: pituitary dwarfism, degenerative myelopathy (DM), congenital
megaesophagus (ME), and pancreatic acinar atrophy (PAA). A locus on Chr 9 is strongly
associated with pituitary dwarfism and is proximal to a plausible candidate gene, LHX3. Results
for DM confirm a major locus encompassing SOD1, in which an associated point mutation was
previously identified, but do not suggest modifier loci. Several SNPs on Chr 12 are associated
with ME and a 4.7 Mb haplotype block is present in affected dogs. Analysis of additional ME
cases for a SNP within the haplotype provides further support for this association. Results for
PAA indicate more complex genetic underpinnings. Several regions on multiple chromosomes
reach genome-wide significance. However, no major locus is apparent and only two associated
haplotype blocks, on Chrs 7 and 12 are observed. These data suggest that PAA may be governed
by multiple loci with small effects, or it may be a heterogeneous disorder.

Introduction
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Shepherds and hounds were the first dog breeds developed to serve in specialized roles
(Goldbecker and Hart 1967). The German Shepherd Dog (GSD), for which a breed standard
was originally developed in 1899, was bred for utility and intelligence and to be a
multipurpose servant of humans (Goldbecker and Hart 1967). Aptitude, temperament,
structural efficiency, and other natural skills were deemed more important than aesthetic
traits. Today, the GSD is among the most common breeds trained by the military, law
enforcement, and service/assistance programs (Moody et al. 2006). The GSD is also an
extremely popular companion dog breed, ranking second in breed registration statistics
reported by the American Kennel Club in 2010. Unfortunately, despite a large population
size, more than 50 hereditary diseases have been described for the GSD (Wahl et al. 2008).
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Pituitary dwarfism is a rare disease of the GSD and is characterized by an abnormally small
body stature because of a deficiency in pituitary growth hormone. Dogs appear to be normal
at birth, but signs of stunted growth are usually evident by 2–3 months of age. There are no
treatments available and life span is usually significantly shortened. Pituitary dwarfism in
the GSD is inherited in an autosomal recessive fashion (Andresen and Willeberg 1976).
Combined pituitary hormone deficiency (CPHD) in humans is a type of growth hormone
deficiency that results from a decrease in several hormones necessary for pituitary
development. Mutations that cause congenital CPHD in humans have been identified in
genes encoding several transcription factors important for pituitary development. These
include PIT1, PROP1, LHX3, LHX4, and HESX1 (Reynaud et al. 2004). In contrast,
sequencing in affected GSDs of PIT1 (Lantinga-van Leeuwen et al. 2000b), PROP1
(Lantinga-van Leeuwen et al. 2000a), LHX4 (van Oost et al. 2002), and LIFR (Hanson et al.
2006), did not reveal any causative variants.
Degenerative myelopathy (DM) is a late-onset neurodegenerative disease characterized by
ataxia and weakness in the hind limbs. Symptoms of DM worsen over time, either steadily
or in phases, and eventually result in complete paraplegia. In some cases, DM may progress
up the spinal cord and cause forelimb weakness or even respiratory difficulties (Barclay and
Haines 1994). The age of onset of DM is generally between 5 and 14 years, with a mean age
of onset of 9 years (Averill 1973). The clinical signs observed in DM are general indicators
of spinal cord disorders, but a definitive diagnosis for DM can be made only by
histopathological examination of spinal cord tissue postmortem (Coates et al. 2007). Most
owners of affected dogs elect euthanasia within several months of symptom onset (Johnston
et al. 2000). DM is most prevalent in the GSD (Coates et al. 2007). A recessive missense
mutation in SOD1 is associated with DM in several breeds, including the GSD (Awano et al.
2009). DM has been proposed to be an animal model for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS). Approximately 20% of hereditary ALS cases are attributed to mutation of SOD1
(Rosen et al. 1993).
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Congenital idiopathic megaesophagus (ME) is characterized by dilation and hypomotility of
the esophagus. The result of these abnormalities is regurgitation several minutes to hours
after eating. Regurgitation episodes may occur as often as several times a day or as
infrequently as once every few days. Symptoms for congenital ME typically begin around 5
weeks of age after weaning onto solid food. Affected puppies are malnourished, show a
general failure to thrive, and are at risk for aspiration pneumonia. Diagnosis of ME is
achieved by standard thoracic radiographs and/or fluoroscopy (barium swallow) (Guilford
1990). ME is typically treated by feeding a high-calorie liquid diet from a raised dish
(Guilford 1990). Mortality is high in affected neonates. Many survivors require lifelong
management of the disorder, but other cases resolve by 4–6 months of age (Cox et al. 1980).
ME is prevalent in the GSD, Great Dane, Miniature Schnauzer, Rhodesian Ridgeback,
Dachshund, and Wire Fox Terrier, and is also reported to occur at lower frequencies in many
other breeds (Osborne et al. 1967). Several loci are thought to be responsible for ME in the
dog (Cox et al. 1980). The mode of inheritance in the GSD has not been investigated.
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Pancreatic acinar atrophy (PAA) is an autoimmune disease characterized by the selective
atrophy of the acinar cells of the exocrine pancreas, which synthesize and secrete pancreatic
digestive enzymes under physiologic conditions (Wiberg etal. 1999). PAA is the most
common cause of exocrine pancreatic insufficiency (EPI) in the dog (Westermarck et al.
1993) and is diagnosed through histopathologic examination (Pfister et al. 1980). EPI is
diagnosed through the measurement of serum canine trypsin-like immunoreactivity (cTLI),
with concentrations ≤2.5 μg/l considered as diagnostic (Williams and Batt 1988). By 5 years
of age, 96% of affected dogs present with clinical signs of EPI, which include weight loss,
increased appetite, and soft stools (Räihä and Westermarck 1989; Westermarck et al. 1993).
Affected dogs can be treated with pancreatic enzyme supplements, although dogs with EPI
are sometimes euthanized because of the expense associated with treatment or a poor
response to treatment (Hall et al. 1991; Wiberg and Westermarck 2002). PAA is widespread
in the GSD population and affects other breeds including the Collie and Eurasian
(Proschowsky and Fredholm 2007; Wiberg 2004). A recent test mating in the GSD shows
that EPI is likely a polygenic disorder (Westermarck et al. 2010).
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The development of high-throughput genotyping technologies has facilitated the discovery
of genes responsible for simple and complex phenotypes of the dog (Karlsson et al. 2007;
Sutter et al. 2007). The population structure of the dog is particularly well-suited for
association mapping techniques because genetic bottlenecks during breed formation created
large blocks of linkage disequilibrium within breeds (Karlsson et al. 2007). Reported here is
the use of a large cohort of GSDs to investigate the aforementioned four diseases that
segregate in the population. Genetic profiles for 197 GSDs were generated using the
Affymetrix v2 canine SNP array. Using a single data set, we carried out genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) to identify risk loci for four diseases of the GSD.

Materials and methods
Sample collection
Samples were recruited from individual owners from purebred GSDs that were diagnosed
with EPI, DM, or ME through standard veterinary diagnostic practices. DM cases were
diagnosed by veterinary neurologists. Dogs were considered to have congenital, idiopathic
ME if they did not have conditions that can cause secondary ME, such as a persistent right
aortic arch, myasthenia gravis, or hypoadrenocorticism. Purebred GSDs collected as healthy
controls were ≥6 years and, to the owners’ knowledge, had no immediate family members
affected with EPI, DM, or ME. Owners were asked to report all known hereditary conditions
as well as coat color phenotypes. Participants were recruited through breed clubs and
listservs.
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Whole blood or buccal swabs were submitted by dog owners. Blood samples were collected
by the primary-care veterinarian of the dog. All samples were collected in accordance with
protocols approved by the Clinical Research Review Committee (CRRC No. 07-04) at
Texas A&M University and the Clemson University Institutional Review Board
(IBC2008-17). Genomic DNA was isolated using the Gentra Puregene Blood Kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA, USA). Serum samples were collected from all EPI cases and healthy controls
and submitted to the Gastrointestinal Laboratory at Texas A&M University for measurement
of serum cTLI concentration to confirm clinical status. Concentrations ≤2.5 μg/l were
considered diagnostic for EPI. Control dogs had concentrations ≥5.7 μg/l. All EPI cases
were assumed to result from PAA, but tissue samples were not available to differentiate EPI
due to PAA or another cause of EPI.
GWAS
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SNP genotypes were generated using the Affymetrix v2 canine SNP array (http://
www.broadinstitute.org/mammals/dog/caninearrayfaq.html). Arrays were processed at the
National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) or Clemson University Genomics
Institute using the GeneChip human mapping 250K Sty assay kit (Affymetrix, Santa Clara,
CA, USA). All associated protocols were approved by the NHGRI Animal Care and Use
Committee. The GeneChip human mapping 500K assay protocol was followed with a
hybridization volume of 125 μl (Karlsson et al. 2007). Raw CEL files were analyzed with
the Affymetrix Power Tools software to obtain genotypes. SNPs having >10% missing data
and ≥60% heterozygosity were removed from the data set. Case/control analyses were
performed on the 48,415 SNPs from the “platinum” set using PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007),
with Praw <0.0001 considered significant. To determine Pgenome values (EMP2),
permutation testing (100,000) was performed for PAA, DM, and ME analyses using PLINK.
A less conservative correction, Benjamini–Hochberg, was also performed (Benjamini and
Hochberg 1995). Analysis of population stratification in 197 GSDs was conducted using
identity-by-state clustering and multidimensional scaling in PLINK. The data, in a reduced
representation, were plotted in two dimensions: principal components 1 and 2.
Genotyping of SNP 12.60274687
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Primers flanking the SNP 12.60274687 were designed: forward: 5′TGAGCACACAGAGGTGAGACAT-3′ and reverse: 5′CAGTGGGAGGGTTTAGGAAGAGAT-3′. SNP 12.60274687 was amplified for 35
additional ME dogs using Thermo ReddyMix (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) following the recommended protocol. Thermal cycling conditions were as follows:
95°C for 15 min; 14 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 62°C for 1 min (decreasing 0.5°C each cycle),
72°C for 1 min; 20 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 1 min, 72°C for 1 min; 72°C for 10
min. PCR amplicons were analyzed by electrophoresis on agarose gels. Products were
purified by adding 0.5 unit exonuclease I (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) and
0.25 unit of shrimp alkaline phosphatase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and incubating for
30 min at 37°C followed by 20 min at 80°C. Nucleotide sequencing was accomplished using
the Big Dye Terminator version 3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad,
CA, USA). Products were purified using Spin-50 mini columns with water (BioMax, Inc.,
Arnold, MD, USA) and resolved on an ABI Prism 3730 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Sequences were analyzed to determine SNP genotypes. Odds ratios (OR), critical
intervals, and χ2 tests were calculated to assess the differences in genotype frequencies
between the two populations using 2 × 2 contingency tables.
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Results
Validation of methodology
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In total, 197 GSD samples were acquired from the United States, Canada, Germany, and the
Netherlands. Two GSDs were affected with EPI and DM. One GSD was affected with EPI
and ME. Principal component analysis with PLINK showed no evidence for population
stratification within our GSD cohort (n = 197) using all “platinum” SNPs (Fig. 1). To
validate both our genotype data and statistical approach, we first mapped a positive control
trait. Ten dogs in the study cohort had white coats, a recessive trait caused by the e allele of
MC1R in the GSD (Schmutz and Berryere 2007). GWAS using 197 GSDs (10 cases, 187
controls) reveals a strongly associated region encompassing MC1R on Chr 5 (Fig. 2a). SNP
5.66900853, the most significant result (Praw = 3.61 × 10−22), is located approximately 208
kb adjacent to the E locus. The lack of subpopulations, combined with our ability to
accurately map a known locus, indicates the utility of this data set.
Pituitary dwarfism
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Four dogs in the control population had pituitary dwarfism. GWAS for these four cases
versus 193 normal-sized controls shows a major region of association on Chr 9 (Fig. 2b).
Within this region, all four pituitary dwarfs are homozygous for a haplotype extending from
SNP 9.52031784 to SNP 9.54102643. The haplotype is not observed in the homozygous
state among the control dogs; however, 15 control dogs were heterozygotes. The most
significant association is for SNP 9.53350831 (Praw = 2.04 × 10−10), which is located
approximately 764 kb from a candidate gene, LHX3.
Degenerative myelopathy
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GWAS with 100,000 permutations for DM was carried out using all cases collected (n = 15)
versus control dogs that were at least 8 years of age and did not exhibit any clinical signs of
DM (n = 69). The two strongest associations are with SNPs 31.28909487 (Praw = 8.51 ×
10−06, Pgenome = 0.1461) and 31.30528862 (Praw = 5.59 × 10−05, Pgenome = 0.5771) (Fig.
3a). These SNPs on Chr 31 are located 650 kb upstream and 965 kb downstream of SOD1,
respectively. Evaluation of individual genotypes in this region reveals that only 4 of the 15
cases are homozygous for both SNPs. Five cases are homozygous for the associated allele of
SNP 31.30528862, while nine cases are homozygous for the associated allele of SNP
31.28909487. In the control population, 6 of 69 GSDs are also homozygous for the same
allele of SNP 31.28909487. A third noteworthy result is on Chr 10 for SNP 10.64801770
(Praw = 6.06 × 10−05, Pgenome = 0.6066).
Megaesophagus
GWAS with 100,000 permutations was carried out using 19 cases and 177 control dogs.
Fourteen SNPs with significant Praw values are located on eight different chromosomes (Fig.
3b). Of these, three are within an 8 Mb region on Chr 12. Five other SNPs within this region
are approaching significance (Praw). Further analyses of genotypes on Chr 12 reveal a
haplotype block extending 4.7 Mb that is present in all affected dogs. The strongest
associated of these is SNP 12.60274687 (Praw = 1.49 × 10−5, Pgenome = 0.3099). Analysis of
genotypes for this SNP reveals a common allele that is present in all affected dogs
(frequency = 0.83) and is less prevalent among control dogs (frequency = 0.46). To further
investigate this finding, 35 additional GSDs with ME were collected and genotyped for the
SNP. Genotype frequencies and odds ratios for SNP 12.60274687 are given in Table 1.
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Pancreatic acinar atrophy
GWAS with 100,000 permutations was carried out using 100 dogs with PAA and 79 control
dogs (Fig. 3c). Significant Praw values are present for 50 SNPs on 23 chromosomes
(Supplementary Table 1). Chr 12 harbors seven of these SNPs, three of which are found in a
cluster: 12.3781476, 12.3845215, and 12.4698937. Chr 7 harbors six SNPs and four are
found in a cluster: 7.11222056, 7.12305239, 7.12310223, and 7.12424701. On ten of the
chromosomes, only one SNP each is strongly linked with PAA. On the remaining 11
chromosomes, no two strongly associated SNPs are located within 5 Mb of each other and
no common haplotypes are detected. Six SNPs had minor allele frequencies (MAF) <15%.
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Discussion
Pituitary dwarfism
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Autosomal recessive traits of the dog can be mapped using remarkably small numbers of
cases (Drögemüller et al. 2009; Gill et al. 2011). In this study, a mere four cases were
sufficient to detect a strong linkage to Chr 9 and define a 2 Mb pituitary dwarfism
haplotype. While the critical interval harbors more than 40 genes, one is an intriguing
candidate: LHX3, a LIM homeodomain transcription factor vital for pituitary and motor
neuron development (Bach et al. 1995). Genetic variations within LHX3 cause CPHD in
humans (Netchine et al. 2000; Pfaeffle et al. 2007). Mutations in LHX3 in humans are
associated with a rigid cervical spine, and occasionally mental retardation and deafness
(Bhangoo et al. 2006; Netchine et al. 2000; Rajab et al. 2008). The GSD pituitary dwarfs do
not have clinical signs that indicate nervous system involvement (Kooistra et al. 2000). In
the mouse, complete loss of LHX3 is lethal (Sheng et al. 1996), but mutations within the
gene cause a dwarfism phenotype (Colvin et al. 2011; Lane and Dickie 1968).
Voorbij et al. (2010) announced the availability of a genetic test for pituitary dwarfism in the
GSD, but information regarding the gene or mutation has not been published to date.
Dwarfism in the GSD is rare, so utilization of a definitive genetic test could facilitate rapid
elimination of the phenotype. Data presented here are surprising because the frequency of
the 2 Mb haplotype in control dogs is 4%, suggesting a roughly 8% carrier frequency in the
general population. Moreover, this estimate is likely low because only dogs having the
complete 2 Mb haplotype were considered to be carriers, thereby excluding dogs with partial
overlapping haplotypes that may include the causative mutation.
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Degenerative myelopathy
DM is a devastating disorder of GSDs that has been difficult to eradicate from the breed, in
part because of a late age of onset and poor diagnostic tools. We identified two SNPs on Chr
31 that are strongly associated with the DM phenotype. The SNPs flank SOD1, the gene in
which Awano et al. (2009) identified an E40K missense mutation in DM-affected dogs from
several breeds. Based on genotype frequencies, the authors propose that the mutation causes
DM in an autosomal recessive fashion with incomplete penetrance (Awano et al. 2009). In
the study reported here, only 9 of 15 cases were homozygous for the most tightly linked
SNP, suggesting that either the relaxed diagnostic criteria used here (dogs were not
diagnosed postmortem) led to the inclusion of dogs that were mis-diagnosed, or that
heterozygosity for the mutation can produce an affected phenotype. Recombination between
the SNP and SOD1 exon 2 mutation (located 652 kb apart) may also be a factor (5 cases are
heterozygous). Six of 69 dogs in the control population were homozygous for the SNP,
corresponding to approximately 9% undiagnosed controls. Similarly, Awano et al. (2009)
reported that 6% of GSD breed controls were homozygous for the SOD1 mutation. The high
frequency of clinically normal, aged controls that are homozygous for the mutation is
consistent with reduced penetrance and suggests the involvement of modifier loci and/or
Mamm Genome. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 November 28.
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environmental factors. In this analysis, a second locus was detected on Chr 10 and is
supported by six proximal SNPs with Praw values approaching significance (<0.00086).
Awano et al. (2009) detected weaker signals of association on Chrs 6, 18, 20, and 35. Data
herein do not support regions of association on Chrs 18 and 35 but do show modest signals
on Chrs 6 and 20.
Megaesophagus
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The mode of inheritance of ME has not been previously investigated in the GSD, but it has
been suggested that the frequent occurrence of affected puppies born to clinically normal
parents serves as evidence for a recessive mutation. In this work we successfully mapped
two simple autosomal recessive traits with ten and four cases and a complex recessive trait
with 15 cases. GWAS using 19 dogs with ME, however, did not yield a single, strong region
of association. Rather, minor associations were detected on eight different chromosomes. It
is, therefore, unlikely that ME is inherited in an autosomal recessive fashion in the GSD.
Similarly, evaluation of inheritance patterns of ME in the Miniature Schnauzer did not
suggest a simple recessive mode of inheritance (Cox et al. 1980).
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A locus on Chr 12 is the only one to reach genome-wide significance and have supporting
proximal SNPs (8 SNPs having Praw values <0.00014). To verify an association, 35
additional ME GSDs were collected and genotyped for the most strongly associated SNP in
this region. In total, 53 of 54 ME cases were heterozygous or homozygous for the associated
allele, which occurs at a significantly lower frequency in the control population. These data
are consistent with an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance, with incomplete penetrance
and/or modifying loci. On the other hand, it is also conceivable that the allele is fully
penetrant but that the control population includes dogs with undetected ME. ME varies in
severity and can resolve completely after a few months, making detection of mild cases
difficult.
The dilation and lack of muscle contraction in the esophagus is thought to be a neurological
defect rather than a muscular defect (Guilford 1990). The associated haplotype on Chr 12
harbors approximately 12 genes, several of which are expressed in the nervous system.
Additional genome-wide SNP analyses in ME GSDs are necessary to confirm this
association.
Pancreatic acinar atrophy
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Fifty SNPs, representing 45 loci, exceed genome-wide significance thresholds for
association with PAA. Many of these map to Chr 12, although only three SNPs on the
chromosome support the same locus. These SNPs map to the dog leukocyte antigen (DLA)
complex in the centromeric region of the chromosome. The association of this region with
PAA is consistent with the autoimmune component of the disease. Previous work showed
that pancreases from GSDs with PAA show an increased expression of DLA-88 (Clark et al.
2005). DLA-88 is the most highly polymorphic class I locus of the DLA complex. DLA
class II loci are associated with several immune-related disorders, including diabetes
mellitus, anal furunculosis, hypoadrenocorticism, and necrotizing meningoencephalitis
(Barnes et al. 2009; Greer et al. 2010; Hughes et al. 2010; Kennedy et al. 2006). Canine
systemic lupus erythematosus, a classic autoimmune disease, is also reported to be
associated with alleles of the DLA class II loci, and GWAS revealed five additional
associated loci (Wilbe et al. 2009, 2010). The current SNP data, together with previous
expression data, suggest that the DLA region may harbor a genetic risk factor for the
development of PAA. Further investigation of the DLA loci is planned. A second region of
interest is located on Chr 7, which has four strongly associated SNPs located within a 1.2
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Mb region having 11 genes. None of these genes is known to be involved in autoimmune
disorders, although several are expressed in acinar cells.
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The data reported here suggest that PAA may be governed by multiple loci with small
effects, or it may be a heterogeneous disorder. Although PAA was thought to be a simple
autosomal recessive disorder (Moeller et al. 2002; Westermarck 1980), the results of a
recent test mating between two GSDs with PAA indicate more complex genetic
underpinnings (Westermarck et al. 2010). The study monitored the cTLI scores for the
resulting litter of six over the course of the dogs’ lives (8–13 years) and the pancreas for
each dog was examined at necropsy. Only two of the six dogs in the litter were diagnosed
with PAA (Westermarck et al. 2010). Similarly, the clinical presentation of PAA is
inconsistent. The age of onset is variable within families, with diagnoses made in puppies
and adult dogs alike. The severity of clinical signs also varies, with some dogs responding
better to traditional treatment regimens than others. To further complicate the matter, some
GSDs never exhibit clinical signs, despite serum cTLI concentrations that are diagnostic for
EPI. Variability in age of onset and clinical signs may be an indicator of genetic
heterogeneity. Although PAA is the predominant cause of EPI in dogs, chronic pancreatitis,
pancreatic cancer, and other underlying medical conditions may also cause EPI.
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Variation between processed arrays, a so-called “batch effect,” can cause spurious
associations (Hong et al. 2008). The abundance of isolated SNPs detected in our GWAS for
PAA is suggestive of such artifacts. However, principal component analysis does not reveal
subpopulations that indicate a batch effect. Furthermore, no population stratification is
detected between PAA cases and controls (Supplementary Fig. 1). In addition, we included
only the robust “platinum” SNPs in our analysis to minimize artifacts from incorrect
genotype calls.
In this study, we used data from a single cohort of GSDs to identify major loci associated
with pituitary dwarfism, DM, and ME. Our data also reveal that the genetics underlying
PAA are highly complex. Candidate loci identified herein provide immediate targets for
future work.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1.

Principal component analysis of the GSD cohort shows all 197 dogs clustering together. The
x axis is principal component 1 and the y axis is principal component 2. Two individuals
that appear apart from the main grouping have the largest proportion of missing data (22.7
and 22.4% overall, compared to the average missing data rate of 12.6%)
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Manhattan plots showing the results for GWAS using 48,415 SNPs. The genome-wide P
values (−log10 P) for each SNP are plotted against position on each chromosome. a Ten
white GSDs versus 187 nonwhite GSDs show a strong association on Chr 5. b Four pituitary
dwarf GSDs versus 193 normal-sized GSDs show a strong association on Chr 9
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Fig. 3.
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GWAS using 48,415 SNPs with 100,000 permutations. The genome-wide adjusted P values
(−log10 P) for each SNP are plotted by chromosome. a Fifteen GSDs with DM versus 69
healthy control GSDs. b Nineteen GSDs with ME versus 177 healthy control GSDs. c Onehundred GSDs with PAA versus 79 healthy control GSDs
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Table 1

Frequency data for SNP 12.60274687 in GSDs with and without ME
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G/Gb (%)

G/A (%)

A/A (%)

MEarray (n = 19)

12 (63)

7 (37)

MEall (n = 54)

33 (61)

20 (37)

1 (2)

Control (n = 172a)

36 (21)

84 (49)

52 (30)

0 (0)

Observed genotypes and genotypic frequencies are presented for affected and control dogs. MEarray = genotype frequencies of the 19 ME dogs
run on Affymetrix SNP arrays; MEall = All ME dogs collected

a

Four control dogs were N/N for SNP 12.60274687 on the array and were excluded from this analysis

b

Genotype (G/G): P = 6.84 × 10−8, OR = 5.937 (95% CI = 3.071–11.475); Allele (G): P = 2.77 × 10−10, OR = 4.711 (95% CI = 2.817–7.878)
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